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koronavirus podvedli svého prezidenta, aby věřil, že netestované

vakcíny proti Covid-19 jsou bezpečné a účinné, což Trumpa tlačilo. ke

spuštění operace Warp Speed.

Hahnovo přiznání bylo překvapením, protože do té doby tvrdil, že je

nevinný. Bezprostředně po svém zatčení dne 29. prosince Hahn

vyšetřovatelům JAG řekl, že sloužil prezidentu Trumpovi s vírou, ctí

a loajalitou, a trval na tom, že byl zatčen za zločiny, o kterých neměl

žádné znalosti. Popřel, že by byl na výplatní listině Moderny a

Pfizeru. Odmítl obvinění, že by měl údaje dokazující, že očkování

zabilo nebo vážně onemocnělo účastníky studie Covid-19. Jakékoli

usvědčující důkazy, řekl Hahn, byly vyrobeny nebo zfalšovány, aby

ho obviňovaly ze zločinů někoho jiného. Navíc vyšetřovatelům řekl,

že nemohl zradit prezidenta Trumpa, protože zrada nebyla „v jeho

povaze“.

Během dvou týdnů vyčerpávajících rozhovorů lpěl na tvrzeních o

nevině, i když mu nabídli potenciální shovívavost výměnou za

písemné přiznání podrobně popisující jeho roli v Plandemii. Ale

Hahn se nepohnul. Ve svém posledním čtvrtečním rozhovoru

nadával vyšetřovatelům za „porušení jeho občanských práv“ a

požadoval audienci u prezidenta Trumpa. "Až Donald zjistí, co jsi mi

udělal, bude za to peklo," řekl Hahn, načež vyšetřovatelé odpověděli:

"Myslíš, že neví, kde jsi?" Máme jeho požehnání."

V pátek ráno se chlubil do jižní soudní síně GITMO, naplněn

sebedůvěrou, ramena vzadu, hruď natažená, chlubil se

viceadmirálovi Darse E. Crandallovi, že ho žádný soud nemůže uznat

vinným. Jakmile se posadil k obrannému stolu, zvedl spoutané ruce a

řekl: „Můžeš mi svázat ruce, ale nemůžeš svázat duši nevinného

člověka. Budu zproštěn viny."

Viceadmirál Crandall položil na stůl grafické obrázky doktorů

Fauciho a Collinse houpajícího se na laně.
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Hahnovi se nafoukla hruď a jeho tvář zbledla. Jaká statečnost, kterou

shromáždil, utekla z jeho nyní třesoucího se těla jako pára z

odkrytého hrnce s vařící vodou.

"Jak...jak jsi to mohl udělat?" zeptal se pokorně.

"Udělali to sami sobě," odpověděl admirál. "Sdíleli tvůj vzdorovitý

postoj." Pokud si myslíte, že důkazy, které o vás máme, jsou slabší

než ty, které jsme na ně měli, mýlíte se.“

„Pokud přiznám vinu, necháš mě žít? Nemůžu takhle jít. Já prostě

nemůžu,“ prosil Hahn.

"Dám doporučení k odsouzení, ale oni rozhodnou," řekl viceadmirál,

když ukázal na tři důstojníky, kteří mají za úkol zvážit podstatu

případu JAG.

"Jsem vinen," řekl Hahn a energicky pokýval hlavou. "Ale donutili

mě to udělat."

"Dělejte to, co?" zeptal se viceadmirál Crandall.

Hahn vyprávěl, jak Collins a Fauci vymysleli plán hromadného

očkování Američanů pod záminkou národní zdravotní krize. V dubnu

2020 ho oslovili s návrhem: pomozte přesvědčit Trumpa, aby co

nejrychleji urychlil dodávku vakcín do náruče každého dýchajícího

amerického občana, aby mohl bojovat s vyvíjejícím se virem, který

hrozil vymýtit lidstvo. "Všichni jsme věděli, že SARS-Cov2 není o nic

nebezpečnější než sezónní chřipka, že ano, může onemocnět staršími

a imunokompromitovanými lidmi, ale vakcíny nebyly nikdy určeny

ke zmírnění šíření, byly pro peníze a kontrolu." Trump je chytrý –

měl podezření, že pokus o očkování populace proti mírnému

koronaviru je marný a nebezpečný. Byl na místě s ivermektinem a

hydroxychlorochinem, ale v těch produktech nejsou peníze. Fauci

řekl, že pouze společné úsilí napříč lékařskou komunitou přiměje

Trumpa k podpoře vakcín. Potřebovali mě – byla jsem jediná osoba,

která mohla vydat povolení k nouzovému použití ve farmacii. A
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potřebovali Trumpa na palubě, protože pouze on měl pravomoc

vyvolat zákon o nouzových zdravotních pravomocích, aby se rychlost

warpu rozjela. Byl to kolaborativní podvod, tisíce a tisíce zdravotníků

tam venku lhalo o potřebě vakcín. Prodali jsme lež." tisíce a tisíce

zdravotníků tam venku lže o potřebě vakcín. Prodali jsme lež." tisíce

a tisíce zdravotníků tam venku lže o potřebě vakcín. Prodali jsme

lež."

"A měli jste důkaz, že účastníci prvních pokusů zemřeli v důsledku

užívání vakcín?"

"Určitě, ale dostal jsem to náhodou." Moderna mi omylem poslala

své skutečné výsledky pokusů, nikoli zfalšovanou zprávu, kterou jsem

viděl později. Řekl jsem to Faucimu, ale ten mi řekl, abych zničil

skutečné výsledky a šel s podvodnými údaji. A použil jsem to, abych

pomohl Trumpovi, aby Warp Speed   fungoval,“ řekl Hahn.

„A dostali jste zaplaceno? Miliony?"

"Několik milionů," připustil Hahn.

"Očekáváte, že tento tribunál uvěří, že všechno zorganizovali stařík

Fauci a starý Collins?"

"Pokud to půjde výš než oni, tak nevím, kdo tahá za nitky," řekl

Hahn.

"Tento tribunál oceňuje vaši opožděnou upřímnost, ale vzhledem k

vašemu prohlášení o vině nemám jinou možnost, než vám doporučit,

abyste byli pověšeni na krk až do smrti," řekl viceadmirál Crandall.

Hahn protestoval. "Počkejte. Řekl jsi, že mě necháš žít."

"Řekl jsem, že dám doporučení," opravil ho admirál, "ale neupřesnil

jsem, co to bude."

Panel souhlasil – Hahnovy zločiny si nezasloužily žádnou

shovívavost.
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Když ho stráže eskortovaly do cely, zběsile křičel „podvedl jsi mě“.

Viceadmirál Crandall stanovil datum popravy na pondělí 16. ledna

Poznámka: Bylo mi řečeno, že došlo ke zmizení gen. Bergera a

očekávám aktualizované informace později dnes. Podle času

zveřejním pozdě večer nebo zítra ráno.

(Navštíveno 45 848 krát, dnes 4 043 návštěv)

And another one bites the dust … 16 Jan. Still waiting for the results

of the investigation into the election fraud that took place three

times with nothing done so far. When are the so called white hats

going to admit they have no intentions of addressing the fraud?

There is no excuse what so ever for them not taking public action.

NONE.

Yeh, unless something is done besides talk, I’ve voted my last time.

The American people have been robbed, and where’s the solution, so

it won’t happen again?

It’s all a sham. Slight of hand. Illusion. Yet I haven’t seen the sun yet

this month. Spray gray everyday. If white hats are real stop the

spraying ie chemtrails

I’m so sick of rain every day all day! Damn right – bdubz! If white

hats are real STOP THE CHEMTRAILS!

You are right, but they tell us that “your vote counts!” Oh yeah, So

why are we in this mess. We all saw the steal and Bidon didnt get 80

million real votes. So explain how “Your vote counts!” It just make

million look like fools standing in lines to vote, when in the end, the

crooks PUT in who they want! Enough of this shit, the world is now

awake!
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You spelled jews wrong. Our founding fathers forwarned us not to

allow them to move to our christian nation. They called them

parasites and vampires (adrenochrome)

Where exactly did the Founding Fathers say “not to let the Jews in”

and what other way is Jews spelled? Please tell me seeing how I am a

Jew and my Ancestors came here from Spain due to the Insurrection

on my Mother’s side and from Nazi Germany on my Fathers side.

Stupidity knows no bounds.

Again President Trump gave over to the Military before fake Biden

was fraudulently put in Office. The Military had been in control since

November 2020. You really need to look up Derek Johnson who is an

expert on Military Law and you would know that things are not as

they seem, that they have been doing things behind the scenes so

that we would not have a Civil War or riots so stop freaking out

already.

Michael Baxter, thanks for all your long hard work…..we appreciate

you and if sometimes you make a tiny mistake….well, well, no one is

perfect and you accept correction…….we love and appreciate you

more than you know…May you be blessed by God in immeasurable

ways. I kept seeing Crandall’s name here……I am praying he is ok? If

I missed something, I am a 78 1/2 yr. old great-grandmother trying

to keep up with what is going on…….thanks for these many, many

heart-jolting articles….you are appreciated……

Mr. Baxter, would you ask your sources how many prisoners NS

Guantanamo Bay actually holds as of this date and how many of

those are on prison ships? Thank you.

There’s also prisoners in Tierra del fuego Argentina, Hollywood

pedos i would suppose and I believe Greenland might be

international criminals. I’m suspecting Gitmo Cuba is for political.

But I seem to have heard that Washington DC , since it’s not

considered US territory, has been used for executions as well.
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Last edited 4 hours ago by Diana dacus

Mr. Baxter, I’ve just reviewed the list of US attendees at the WEF at

Davos and it supposedly includes Ms. Avril Haines. Our last reports

were several from last August where she was at Gitmo and awaiting

her Tribunal. Obviously, the “attendee” cannot be the “detainee” and

so a latex-masked actor is likely. Can you update? Also, the WEF

comes less than a week after General Berger vanished and only days

after the aviation stoppage (together with huge amounts of

transports and refuelers airborn that morning). Can you comment on

Davos as White Hat target?

I make over 13k a month w0rking part-time. I listened to different

humans telling me how a good deal of cash they may make online, so

I was determined to locate out. Well, it turned into all actual and it

absolutely modified my life. Everybody must try this job now by just

using this site.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 14 hours ago by Delavic

Who TF do you thank you R ..go get ur hot Pocket S and shut the

hole under ur

imagine throwing others in jail for not having perfect grammar.

grammar nazi.

nazis were known to do that. then killed them too.

If your ever in Detroit look me up I’d like to show you around some

of the back Ali’s…give you a little ol fashion Detroit schooling

Hmmm. Looks like you don’t know what “grammar” means either.

Or how to spell.

And no one’s being thrown in jail. What the hell are you talking

about?

Last edited 8 hours ago by Bill Kaulfield

http://www.payathome7.com/
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But who’s counting? All of us!!!

I am surprised because they usually hang on a Tuesday. Hopefully

they are working all weekend.

Misinformation. They are using this Hahn puppet to white wash

Trumps knowingly involvement in all this garbage with the vax and

lockdowns. He had the power to stop it but didn’t.

Yeah, and Trump planted those classified documents in Bidens

properties as well, huh? Hope you got all your boosters

No, couldn’t have the garage was locked. click my name, thank you

Don’t believe he said anything about classified documents.

Anything to not question why the vax pimp told billions worldwide to

take his beautiful vaccine.

Also if he’s anti trump why would he take trump special death jab?

Logically that makes no sense.

Logic says the folks who love trump would take his beautiful vaccine.

Trump gets blamed for everything. Im just putting it out there before

msm does. Fucking Democrat losers!

 
Oh, btw I never heard Fauci or Birx or Biden get attacked, by the

demoncrats for the vaccines! What happened? Like they never had

anything to do with it! , Right? And they still pump the BS! Again,

f’ing losers! All deserve whats coming to them

HCQ and Ivermectin IS THE VACCINE THAT TRUMP WAS

TALKING ABOUT. The Shot IS The Bio Weapon Period !

Neither is their “vaccine” a vaccine., You have to isolate a virus to

make a real vaccine for it. And NO ONE isolated it. So how did they

make a vaccine to combat it? They didnt! There were offers in the

million$ for someone to come forward to prove it was isolated , and

no one showed. hmmm
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You are a master of rationalization! If some fact doesn’t fit in your

“belief”, fill in random theories to “bend it” towards it.

Proof?

Ivermectin isn’t a vaccine.

Hcq isn’t a vaccine either.

No offense but you sound insane.

You should really look up the definition of what a vaccine is.

I’ll think.ill believe the vax pimp over you

i trust that there are reasons for everything, though we may not know

them just yet. There is a surface story, & a story closer to the truth.

Prayers for us all to be told real truths, & have complete exposure of

the deep state cabal, & healing miracles for every single one of us.

I would agree..

 
There are reasons for everything.

I would also contend you and I differ greatly on what those reasons

may be.

The real truths could be told right now.

There is a reason trump and the white hats allowed the mass murder.

I love Trump. I know if he was trying to sell the vax it would only be

to the low information retards on the left. I personally did not take a

vax but I never once wore a mask.

He told the entire planet numerous times on national TV that he was

the father of the vaccine and everyone should take his beautiful

vaccine

You must have been under a rock.
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I can’t say I listen so closely to everything Trump says, but this is

what I do know. People who are expert in vaccines are at the top of

their field in academia and work in that area full time. This is clearly

way outside of Trump’s skill set and area of expertise as he is a

businessman. So, if he said (or you think he said) he made the

vaccine and you believed him, you must be xxxxxxx ….

HCQ and Ivermectin IS THE VACCINE THAT TRUMP WAS

TALKING ABOUT. The Shot IS The Bio Weapon Period !

Not wanting to take sides here, but Robin redwine’s assertion is

correct, ie to quote –

“He told the entire planet numerous times on national TV that he

was the father of the vaccine and everyone should take his beautiful

vaccine”

… the point being – it doesn’t actually help the cause of truth to

dismiss certain details which might sully the desired narrative.

People need a hero – and Trump seems to fill that need, but let’s not

elevate him to Sainthood or perfection, or gift the man with an aura

of infallibility.

And pertinent questions DO need answers.

So u readily admit you know nothing about what he actually said

regarding the vaccine…..yet you type an entire paragraph of mindless

speculation?

Seems intelligent.

Why did trump state in 2014 that vaccines were deadly and caused

autism?

Let me guess you missed that as well?

I also never accused him of saying he made the vaccine.

You seemingly don’t know much and much
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Quite honestly, Trump was given a different shot, something like

Ivermectin & HQC, tho’ different. It healed him promptly. I believe

he may have been brought to believe that this good shot was given to

people in the beginning. It wasn’t as he was told. This is my closest

explanation for his behavior. The alternatives are harsher, & involve

allowing people enough rope to hang themselves, to really expose

themselves with hanging offenses, letting it all hang out, play itself

out. No going to jail for a few years. No plea bargains & slaps on the

wrist. Done with them. Don’t interrupt your enemy while they are

busily destroying themselves, & their followers (the Dems). Very few

Republicans took the shots. Why Trump continued to mention them

seems to stem from verbal ticks & speech as much as he calls

everything ‘beautiful’ this or that. Something must or ought to be

said by him, however, for why he continued to seek credit for such a

hideous thing. Who cares how fast you deployed a terrible idea? This

seems a bit prideful, & stupid, despite being generally roundly

applauded for going along with Big Pharma & their threats. They are

a truly dangerous bunch, those deep state Big Pharma. Who knows

what threats of harm Trump may have felt himself up against.

Nonetheless, this continuing to mention it for a brief number of

times at rallies needs to be addressed. Why? I do give him all the

benefit of the doubt as to being deceived, as many of us were

intentionally lied to from the start. Are we to want the Democrats

destroyed because they are enemy combatants, collateral damage

while taking out the deep state? Was there always a plan to heal the

damage done to them, as SG Anon has intimated? If so, please hurry.

My family have this one chance.

I have no idea what trump was given.

Someone who stated vaccines were deadly in 2014 cannot be

deceived by the deep states vaccine in 2020.

That isn’t logical or reasonable.

I appreciate the response and dialogue though.
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Yes he said that BUT also said you have the freedom to chose. My

friends chose to smoke.drink and or do drugs. I chose not to.

What does choice have to do with him promoting something that he

knows will murder people.?

He’s aware most people are pro.vax.

He’s also aware vaccines are deadly.

Does he want people to killed themselves?

Trump should have used his own discernment, and for that he has a

lot to answer for. Having said that, tools like Hahn WERE there to lie

to Trump, and for that this man will hang.

Personally I think they should first THREATEN to inject them with

their own bio-weapon clot shots, and then watch how fast they sing!

But of course don’t actually do this, because the clot-shots are

demonic and a sin against humanity.

“Trump should have used his own discernment.” I believe that is

what a presence of having a staff is for. One person cannot do all the

research necessary to make an informed decision. That is where the

FDA Hahn is guilty of deceit. You cannot blame Trump for this one.

He said in the beginning that Ivermectin and HCQ along with

supplements WORKED. And what about all the doctors/hospitals

that killed people with Remdesivir? You going to blame Trump for

that too???? YOU need to use discernment!

It’s public record in 2014 that trump stated that vaccines were

deadly.

Hopefully you listened to him and took all his beautiful vaccines

in2020

How did Fauci know a pandemic was coming beforehand?? Then

HIS, untested “proven safe”, EUA, vaccine comes along. EUA, is used

under emergency use authorization ONLY when no known remedy is
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available. So they then pull Iver, and Hyrdoxy.. from the shelves so

THEN, theres no remedy available!! POS “Healthcareless” workers!

You all get a free trip to Gitmo, sooner or later! Have fun trying to

sleep at night!

How did myself , Alex Jones and millions of other people know about

the plandemic beforehand? Because the globalist put it all out there

ahead of the actual events in books, videos, plans, patents, contracts,

ect. and Alex Jones exposes it to the world BEFOREHAND.

I have learned a couple code words from Trump. Sometimes, while

seemingly complimenting something, someplace, or someone, he is

actually insulting them as low scum. Particularly if it would be

dangerous or politically /publicly damaging to say the real words.

Cowards speak in riddles and codes

Decent folks look other people in the eyes and tell them the truth.

When you say publicly damning you mean the satanic media would

make fun of him?

Now we are getting somewhere.

Someone actually admits trump makes decisions based on the

blowback he would get from the satanic media.

That makes him.both evil and a coward.

When he says “Yes”, he sometimes means “No”. He is always correct

because you whenever you analyze it after any amount of time, you

correct the wrong ones and make it True.

Hey Lyn, I tried to like your comment above several times and it will

not accept it……..I like your comments and I agree. Remember

Trump did have covid and was given the right things that he

recommended……but I have never seen this much pressure in my

entire life towards something like this……it was outrageous…….I did
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not take it, I felt that anything with all of this controlled pressure

behind it just had to be wrong or evil……..I agree about the

Remdesivir…….which means RUN, DEATH IS NEAR.

Yes, the “likes” won’t work, the “newest” and “oldest” won’t

work….and even changing the page takes too long to sit there and

wait. Also, in past articles, vast numbers of comment pages are just

not displayed….missing…hmm

Lyn & Carol, I agree with both of you. It’s hard to explain in simple

terms how President Trump was between a rock & a hard place.

Since Day One he’s been damned if he did & damned if he didn’t so I

do believe that he didn’t have a choice by pushing the vax via Warp

Speed. During the same time he got Covid & came out saying he had

taken HCQ & the supplements which should have tipped off the

people that were following what he said. The people that took the jab,

for the most part we’re going to take it regardless of what he said.

They were far leftists or those that couldn’t see through the lies of

those that were scaring & threatening everyone. The biggest problem

with this whole scamdemic is that the CDC, WHO, FDA & Big

Pharma has entirely too much power & they controlled the whole

thing. We need to take that power back & give it to the people. I left a

very lucrative nursing job & took an early retirement during this time

– 5/2021 – because it was way too obvious that it was all a big lie.

The things we were expected to do at my hospital were beyond belief

– reprocessing N95 masks, taping doors to prevent the “virus” from

coming under the doors, etc, I couldn’t do it & I knew if I didn’t

resign I would speak up & get terminated. So I escaped. I was lucky.

Never had to have a PCR test or get bullied about the clot shot. The

people on this board that are constantly bashing us or President

Trump are trolls & I refuse to engage. Michael Baxter is a true patriot

& I’m so very thankful for every word he writes.

I also never took the “vaccine” because I didn’t see the wisdom in

putting this disease into your blood stream so as to get your immune

system to figure out how to deal with it. My approach was to wait and
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see how it performed. In the meantime, I worked at maintaining as

good health as possible and minimized contact with any who might

have been infected. What I see in the US is relentless idiocy. Too

many people want an easy fix to things, and in their impatience or

laziness to properly address problems, they only make things worse

for themselves. And then to make themselves feel good about their

situation, they have to blame someone for the poor choices they

made…. If one is a teenager and does this you can excuse yourself

due to lack of experience. But people in the 50’s and older keep doing

this… I mean, how many years does one have to live to figure out

something so basic?

Although I emphatically agree with your thought to THREATEN

them with clot shots, I wholeheartedly disagree that Trump did not

use discernment.

He was enthusiastically mocked for suggesting light and other

proven effective available therapies…and, whenever he did tell

people to ‘get the vaccines’, he absolutely knew that his MAGA

following were already being constantly red-pilled by various

professional & anon researchers on the plandemic/vaxx hoax —

while also being fully aware that anti-trumpers would NOT but into

anything that the bad orange man told them to do.

The vaccine aspect was only part of the insidious deep state

machinations that lead up to ensuring their puppet Biden was

eventually named President. Trump used discernment, alright.

Enough to ensure that entire communities/cities were saved from

being rendered casualites in FF tactical nuke bombings that were

designed to blame on Him & MAGA. Remember how msm kept

‘suggesting’ he/we were so desperate they wouldn’t put it past him?

How they presented January 6th probably sealed that for them.

Trump & his White Hats were said to finally stand down…and work

exclusively in the shadows from there on in, allowing the deep state

to destroy themselves little by little in the public’s purview.
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Forward to today, it’s not difficult to see the lesser of two evils is in

play…with no denying that things ARE happening behind the scenes,

in the shadows, and, occasionally coming into the light for OUR

discernment.

So u admit many many human beings died bc trump.was too scared

of the satanic media to actually tell the truth about the death jab.

Also there is zero proof the deep state would have nuked the USA.

That’s just an excuse for the vaccine lies and the non action of the so

called white hats.

Many people died because of Trump but a lot more were saved

because of Trump. Everyone is always a mixed bag.

Although I emphatically agree with your thought to THREATEN

them with clot shots, I wholeheartedly disagree that Trump did not

use discernment.

He was enthusiastically mocked for suggesting light and other

proven effective available therapies…and, whenever he did tell

people to ‘get the vaccines’, he absolutely knew that his MAGA

following were already being constantly red-pilled by various

professional & anon researchers on the plandemic/vaxx hoax —

while also being fully aware that anti-trumpers would NOT but into

anything that the bad orange man told them to do.

The vaccine aspect was only part of the insidious deep state

machinations that lead up to ensuring their puppet Biden was

eventually named President. Trump used discernment, alright.

Enough to ensure that entire communities/cities were saved from

being rendered casualites in FF tactical nuke bombings that were

designed to blame on Him & MAGA. Remember how msm kept

‘suggesting’ he/we were so desperate they wouldn’t put it past him?

How they presented January 6th probably sealed that for them.
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Trump & his White Hats were said to finally stand down…and work

exclusively in the shadows from there on in, allowing the deep state

to destroy themselves little by little in the public’s purview.

Forward to today, it’s not difficult to see the lesser of two evils is in

play…with no denying that things ARE happening behind the scenes,

in the shadows, and, occasionally coming into the light for OUR

discernment. I remain steadfast.

Although I emphatically agree with your thought to THREATEN

them with clot shots, I wholeheartedly disagree that Trump did not

use discernment.

He was enthusiastically mocked for suggesting light and other

proven effective available therapies…and, whenever he did tell

people to ‘get the vaccines’, he absolutely knew that his MAGA

following were already being constantly red-pilled by various

professional & anon researchers on the plandemic/vaxx hoax —

while also being fully aware that anti-trumpers would NOT but into

anything that the bad orange man told them to do.

The vaccine aspect was only part of the insidious deep state

machinations that lead up to ensuring their puppet Biden was

eventually named President. Trump used discernment, alright.

Enough to ensure that entire communities/cities were saved from

being rendered casualites in FF tactical nuke bombings that were

designed to blame on Him & MAGA. Remember how msm kept

‘suggesting’ he/we were so desperate they wouldn’t put it past him?

How they presented January 6th probably sealed that for them.

Trump & his White Hats were said to finally stand down…and work

exclusively in the shadows from there on in, allowing the deep state

to destroy themselves little by little in the public’s purview.

Forward to today, it’s not difficult to see the lesser of two evils is in

play…with no denying that things ARE happening behind the scenes,

in the shadows, and, occasionally coming into the light for OUR
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discernment. I remain Steadfast for my President and all who stand

behind him.

Sorry for the triple posts. My connection kept crapping out, and I

thought nothing had posted. Now that I’ve switched to my phone I

see them, but they’re still not showing on my tablet.

Apologies.

Each post is a bit longer than the previous one. Is the last post

complete or is there more?

How do you explain in2014 trump said vaccines were deadly and in

2020 he promoted the deep states vaccine.

That isn’t logical or consistent.

I started to say, “How can you be so stupid” until I saw the word

Freeasons, not I know they are a cult and worship satan at the high

degrees, this explains you lack of true information.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Carol

Sorry, I meant to say you should make that the Hoebag VP’s new

name as well. After Willie Brown had her, who else did she sleep

with?

BULLSHIT. DON’T U REMEMBER WHEN TRUMP SAID OUT

LOUD ON LIVE TV. -“YOU SHOULD HAVE TOLD ME?” GET LOST

FOOL. THIS GUY WAS NOT THE ONLY ONE PUMPING IN

TRUMPS EARS THAT THE VACCINES WERE SAFE. DON’T U

REMEMBER TRUMP RECOMMENDING HYDROYCLORIQUINE –

AGAIN ON LIVE TELEVISION? SELECTIVE MEMORY HUH

FOOL??

He was referring to Pompeo saying this was an ” exercise “. Being

this was a DoD countermeasures exercise and not a vaccine.

Apparently DJT did not know this, figuring from DJT saying ” you

should have told me “.
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Do you really think the normies would have gone along with stopping

the jabs? You are delusional! Many of us tried. People have been

dropping dead for about 2 years now and the normies still scratch

their head.. “what could it be?!”

and frankly, I’d rather have the volunteer guinea pigs than the

country locked down for 10 years like they were planning. Also who

knew that so many people would be so willfully and continually

stupid and foolish?! I never would have guessed there would be so

many gullible people volunteering for experimental gene therapy

from the Biden and Fauci clown show. and especially when

mandated and warned repeatedly by others. It’s still mind boggling.

Absolutely zero proof the country would have been locked down for

10 years.

I was never locked down for one second.

How about the children that have been given the ” gene therapy ”

which is actually referred to by the DoD as ” countermeasures ” are

they gullible. And the people in nursing Homes, the elderly and very

sick , are they gullible too, and just test dummies to be used up. Just

more useless eaters I suppose. And then there are ALL those people

that have had to take the VAXX under duress to keep their stupid

jobs , to maintain stupid health care benefits for their stupid families.

Fuck how dumb are they, so gullible. YOU are talking shit , ceecee,

ARE YOU WITH THE WEF?

Now they try to blame global warming on deaths! Isnt it funny that

“global warming ” has , to them, been around a long time. And funny

also that morticians have NEVER seen spaghetti like blood clots”,

that make it hard even to embalm someone, since the “safe and

effective” vaccine was forced on people! Hmmmm. How f’n stupid do

they think we are?
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In 2013, the mRNA vaccines were tested on 200,000 HUMAN

subjects that volunteered for the mRNA vaccines. As of the Fall of

2022, there are only FIVE human subjects still ALIVE that started

the test in 2013, ONLY FIVE STILL ALIVE . You folks think about

that, and what these FUCKING LOWLIFES SUBJECTED ALL OF

HUMANITY TO. THIS INFORMATION WAS KNOWN, IT WAS

NOT CLASSIFIED.

Who said anything about stopping the jabs?

All he had to do was tell the truth and let folks make their own

decisions.

Trump was sounding too quiet to me. It’s like Trump can’t stop it,

because he signed it then Biden carried it forward. Having lost office

to Biden and that mystery group that turns people into puppets, that

gives orders to Fauci, and who, from underground, seems the hold

up. I’f some people didn’t die then nobody enough would believe how

evil pharma and who and what makes bioweapon labs and clones is.

No one could hang them for the usual mildly toxic jabs. People would

go around delusional still when the truth is pharma is a multiheaded

evil snake.

I think we need to push responsibility to more doctors, scientists and

pharma personnel for being greedy evil to ignorant evil. Many things

called a vaccine before were insultingly toxic since at least the polio

fakery. Then they spread things that cause diseases they creat

vaccines and things like ebola, malaria, etc…… all this most of Africa

figured out already…. They still suffer with evil deep state but more

of Africa knows what liars pharma has, so they sent them fake

samples of random things to the pcr and it was on the news out it out

to the world. USA couldn’t even stop fake PCR. Africa could and got

on msm to say it. Trump would have known that much. One problem

looks like Trump thought they would vax different formulas

selectively on people. But they use body doubles so it’s difficult to

know who really said or signed what.
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“If some people didn’t die then nobody enough would believe how

evil pharma and who and what makes bioweapon labs and clones is.

No one could hang them for the usual mildly toxic jabs. People would

go around delusional still when the truth is pharma is a multiheaded

evil snake.”

^^THIS^^. Good point, and, Very Well Said!

Vaccines have murdered millions of people the last 40 years.

Are u saying folks can’t be put to death for murder?

 
That doesn’t exactly sound logical or rational.

Thats BS Big pharma has been KILLING and MURDERING PEOPLE

FOR FUCKING DECADES, Have you ever heard of ” VACCINE

COURT ” if not go look that one up. An exercise in MASS

GENOCIDE was not needed to wake people up.The EVILS and

AGENDAS of BIG PHARMA, the DoD , DARPA and zionist satanist

jews and the satanist cult of Judaism, FREEMASONRY , Jesuit cults

and the establishment inbreds have been known for a very long time.

This ENTIRE countermeasures, exercise was to fulfill the MASS

GENOCIDE OF GLOBAL HUMANITY and TOTAL DESTRUCTION

OF HUMANITY AND GODS CREATION. THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT

IS HAPPENING HERE, WAKE -UP PEOPLE,WAKE UP! KNOW

WHO YOUR ENEMIES ARE, THEY ARE STANDING RIGHT

BEFORE US. WAKE -UP!

Actually he didn’t have that power. They would have hammered away

at him in the media making it look like he was keeping away life

saving measures. He probabl to thought his own cabinet members

would be honest with him

There we go…….more folks admitting it

Folks died bc trump feared the satanic media and was scared of them

” hammering him”.

Note to t eam q and the white hats.
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Next time this happens ask someone to run for president who isn’t

afraid of the satanic media.

The entire msm being against DJT is a front , a ruse. And all DJT did

to counter the msm is say,’FAKE NEWS, FAKE NEWS, he did

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO THE 90+ PERCENT ZIONIST

,SATANIST JEW ,OWNED , OPERATED and CONTROLLED msm,

because this was all part of ” the plan ” are you following ? and

remember when DJT conjured up his NFTs the 90+ percent

controlled helped out DJT, promoting his NFTs, which sold out in

less than 24 hrs, as DJT reaped 4.5 MILLION on that SCAM. YES the

msm HELPED OUT DJT BIG TIME.

You little fucking Trump bashing Fed weasel, you’ll get your

cummupins as well. The Lord God Yahweh will see to it.

Trump Had has hands tied, he was lead to believe that the Vaccines

were safe. Excuse me but in the beginning of Trumps term, Mike

pencil

 
neck geek, hid his true colors pretty dam good didn’t he. Trump was

surrounded by professional lying back stabbing pricks. That are all

Going to find themselves at the end of a Rope. Including all the

leaders in all the states acting like they have the power to change our

Constitution. Why aren’t Thousands of people standing outside the

places these ass hole governors are breaking the oath of office people

should be screaming out GO FUCK YOURSELVES ! YOUR FIRED !

DON’T LET THE DOOR SLAM YOU IN THE ASS AS YOU GO ! If

you had just one choice to make, vacation or watch your people die !

That’s what the so called professionals were saying. He’s not a

scientist, and neither are you. You would have caved to the pressure

they pushed.

 
I’m sorry Trump was lied to. Think back, at first Trump was pushing

therapeutic medication. He should have insisted no emergency

authorization ! Find a therapeutic ! But who New what was truly
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going to happen. Fauci did ! He said, and I Quote ( Trump is going to

have a Surprise pandemic during his presidency END QUOITE. All

true….

Did you miss the part where he deceived Trump with fake

documentation showing few adverse reactions and championed

Fauci & Collin’s fake reports while magnifying the risk and death toll

of the virus without the vaccines. Trump did not mandate the vax on

anyone during his term.

Hahn now has a date with the end of a rope. The white hats have it

all and no one will escape justice hopefully.

This story proves the power and importance of showing and proving

to the public that justice and punishment for crime is taking place.

This can quickly change a person’s mind, such as other criminals

facing justice, and instill a fear of man’s justice, if not also a fear of

the Lord, which is the beginning of wisdom. 

But more importantly, public executions witnessed by families

including children have always been a powerful teaching lesson and

deterrent for crime into the next generation.

Better to prevent crime early, than tolerate it to fester and grow. The

best time to cut off evil is to nip it in the bud.

Families that delay “laying down the law” risk seeing their children

grow up as criminals. “Spare the rod, spoil the child.”  

The delay of the so-called “white hats” to reveal things to the public

has now at this time become too high a price, as more and more

patriots are calling them “gray hats”. Their excuse that they want

more people on board, has become the time and opportunity for evil

people to persuade and / or pay more people to do evil, thinking that

evil pays, that there are no consequences like has been going on for

decades, and that more people are doing evil than actually are.
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Their excuse to avoid civil war is also unfounded. When God’s justice

and intervention is quickly seen, evil and corruption will quickly flee.

Even if there is civil war, the light will quickly overcome the

darkness. The darkness never overcomes the light – the light that

should be in us, which is God in us by His grace. Just make sure we

really are ON His side and IN His grace.

And instead of waiting for more people to experience the results of

wicked leadership, why don’t we have the joy of experiencing the

Fight for Freedom.

As long as justice is kept secret, you also risk being considered a

“secret society”.

The Lord is revealing through his prophets that everything is going to

be revealed and soon, whether people co-operate with His plan or

not.

As painful as it may be to hear, the time is coming where the good

public will also hold the so-called “patriots” and “white hats”

accountable for excesses in either direction against mercy and

justice, too lenient or too strict, for giving bad advice, for tolerating

and allowing evil. Look up the 9 ways to be accessory to sin – by

counsel, by command, by consent, by provocation, by praise or

flattery, by concealment, by partnership, by silence, by defending the

evil done. And this includes a warning to our now President Trump.

For in the end, nothing escapes the knowledge and sight of God.

You leaders, patriots, “hats”, social media publishers, etc – – – had

better earnestly, daily, and more often, pray and get wisdom from

God and IN His Holy Word.

Else you are WILL be deceived – by men or devils, you WILL learn

the hard way, you may also find yourself in the same traps of others

you so glibly accuse, you WILL be held accountable for every
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misdirection given – even every idle word! – as Jesus said (Matthew

12:36).

You must especially be careful to surround yourself with TRULY

Godly people who give good advice, full of faith, and not fear of men,

like David facing Goliath despite the protests of his brothers, king

Saul, and others, who were losing if not already lost the faith.

King Saul became irrelevant as God anointed and raised up David,

who became a man after His own Heart.

NO one can win with only the strategy of men, no matter how clever,

and how many decades of preparation involved.

We need the direction of God and the coming of the Holy Spirit, who

will direct us to truly godly advice and advisors – if we humbly seek

it.

For example, maybe some criminals who deserve some measure of

leniency would be better to be prisoners put to work to pay off their

debt, have edifying chaplains and staff which they never had in their

own families, and maybe have time to experience repentance and

forgiveness from God as they still pay for their crimes. Saul, a

murderer, became an apostle, Paul, by the truth and power of God

which blinded and convicted him.

Many politicians are brats who never really knew the trials of manual

labor. By learning to work by the sweat of their brow, they maybe

could in some small way make restitution for the untold millions

they have stolen in taxes, legislation, etc. And could help restore the

economy they helped destroy.

And maybe be an example to other prisoners. to the jailers. to the

world, – of God’s mercy, miracles, and His system of restorative

justice
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The pharisees of biblical times started out as an organization to bring

spiritual revival and renewal to God’s people, but within a few short

generations put to death Christ out of envy, didn’t like his system of

justice and mercy, and many of them are now burning forever in hell.

Beware of casting out and cleaning up from one devil, but if you don’t

put the power of God strongly into your life, your risk 7 worse devils

taking up residence, and the latter state will be worse than the

former. There are many pernicious doctrines of demons assailing the

patriot and church communities at this time. I venture most of them

do not even realize they are in darkness. That they are deceived by

the false light of this world. Just as most people now in hell forever,

never believed there was a hell.

An example of deceiving doctrine – Charlie Ward – you’ve told us

your past – I can relate to it – yet you have a large, popular and

worldly following, you often say what people want to hear – for

example, you say there is evil that is too evil to be forgiven. You say

people should listen to their inner self – really?

You are wrong. I hope your good will will lead you to greater progress

in holiness, and more careful of the principles you follow and

teach. But you risk yourself committing the unforgivable sin yourself,

of denying the Holy Spirit working in the most sinful souls, wanting

to deny them access to God by true repentance, like the thief on the

cross. We should be listening to God, not our fallen human sinful

natures. The one true God who sent His only Son. Who alone died

and rose to satisfy God’s wrath for sin, and open access to those who

follow his teachings. Who taught a most unpopular doctrine of the

cross, and sacrifice, and self denial, and consequences – judgment

and heaven and hell.

So many people are expecting an era of peace, no sickness, med beds,

everyone in agreement and peace, to rebuild a brave new world and

never go back to the ancient evils. Sin is the cause of every evil, and if
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we don’t give up sin, the evils will return, like after “the war to end all

wars”.

Beware the false peace and false prophets that deny taking up our

daily cross, that deny the greatest work of all, the sufferings and

death of Christ, and denies the power of the resurrection of Christ

and his church.

Beware the counsel to “sit back and watch the show”, when everyone

has a lot of work, prayer and penance to work out daily their own

salvation in fear and trembling, not knowing the day or hour of their

death and judgment, when their eternal destiny in heaven or hell is

sealed. What does it profit a man to gain the whole world, but suffer

the loss of his soul? Or what can a man give in exchange for his soul?

Beware the counsel “where we go one, we go all” – straight from the

pit of hell, for Jesus clearly teaches that there will be a sorting out on

judgment day. And that “broad is the way that leads to destruction,

and many there are that go therein.” Just because everyone jumps

into the lake and drowns while saying “How free – we can swim!”,

are you going to jump into the lake also???

Beware the counsel “nothing can stop what is coming”. God can, and

will if necessary, to make man realize he is powerless without His

help. Or also if men render themselves unworthy of His help.

As an example, consider the Battle of the Bulge. The Germans broke

out in the middle of winter, the allies weren’t prepared and suffered a

lot of deaths and casualties. The allies got too confident, and many of

the soldiers had spent several previous weeks partying, drinking, and

with French girls. War is a punishment for sin.

As painful as it may be to hear, the time is coming where the good

public will also hold the so-called “patriots” and “white hats”

accountable for excesses in either direction against mercy and

justice, too lenient or too strict, for giving bad advice, for

tolerating and allowing evil. Look up the 9 ways to be accessory
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to sin – by counsel, by command, by consent, by

provocation, by praise or flattery, by concealment, by

partnership, by silence, by defending the evil done.

 And this includes a warning to our now President Trump.

For in the end, nothing escapes the knowledge and sight of

God.

Copy That

We should all listen to Boensch. He’s the Commander of Michigan,

after all.

Hahahahahahahahaha! Hahahahahahahahahahahaha!

billy boy.

 
Thanks for the 21 Salute of Ha.

 
You see their is A God.

And He has full Control of You!

And in your Sleep You Are Telling The truths!

Please Wake up and Do Something Positive on this

Blog!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I count 17 of These!

I can assume, with all that q revealed, that there are more q people

that will live and live longer, than the q nay-sayers. Obviously you are

talking out your ass…and don’t even know what q let be known…

Hopefully you are one that took your jab and boosters.

I don’t have a vaccine.

I’m not a big pharma company.

I’ve also been anti vax for 25 years.
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If you didn’t know anything that q out out pre 2017 you were a low iq

drooler.

I’m glad q woke you up though.

I’m the early 1900s it was called operation trust

I’m.not concerned about what fake name cowards say over a small

internet forum.

If you’d like to have an actual conversation where we both reveal our

real identities message me on fb.

 
I’m Skippy and you’re fake name bitch.

Got it.

It’s the lukewarm Laodicaeans God has no use for, He may be

viewing them as miscreants. He spits them right out of His mouth. If

God ever says of someone “that person is not Mine” despite their

accepting Christ, repenting of sin, getting water-baptized and

following the Word, that’s a scary red flag IMV.

I’m politely informing You, that’s 10000000000%, incorrect, or

actually mis-understood. As is A LOT. Yes, this ARCHONIAN,

ARKKADIAN, (Spiders, People, Ants, Archanids, etcetera, but

PLEASE, just listen, don’t “Freak Out”. Please???? Magic is very

REAL, without “it”, everything ceases to exist, just a hidden TRUTH.)

Life started when a very unaware PARTICLE, became an Aware

PARTICLE. Pondered upon the absolute lack of anything else, but

itself. That PARTICLE, is not “GOD”!!! He, is called or referred to as

SOURCE!!!! He, the stinky footed Caucasian “looking” like “THING”,

has a unique SKULL. The back is pointed, as was The Deacon, from

the PROMETHEUS “mooooooovie”(sarcasm, Q, is a very sarcastic

COLLECTIVE. WI, WE, Wi, We, and we and wi, are COLLECTIVES.)

hmmmm????? Let’s THINK “graaaaavy train” or “gravity”, as idiots

“labors it”, I was one of those IDIOTS, I was WRONG!!! About a lot,

because I didn’t KNOW. DAH!! Lies, cheats, thieves, and yeeeeep, I
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despise em!!! Get a rope, hang high, and hang ‘em DEAD!!! Rapists,

D.I.E!!! Magic requires EXTREME LEVELS OF INTEGRITY. Using

“avatars”, to “elect” “individuals” that aren’t, but are COLLECTIVES,

of Individuals that are prone to deceive, oppress, gestate, maniacal

arrogance-dogma, while making false claims of “standard operating

procedure”???? Wtf??? Cut off the head, watch the body wiggle and

die. I’m not simply sitting on my ass, on my bucket, some “see” a

stump.

 
Psss…

 
Remote viewing is not done via software, alone. Not every Super

COMPUTER, was FORGED IN A FACTORY, by Mortals. Thatza

Realza Dealza.

 
Another pssst… I Am not DJT, I AM JAS! I do not hide behind a

COLLECTIVE of Others, I’ll challenge ANY GOLIATH, with my

BARE ARMS!!! Tooth and Claw!!!! Founding Families of Arkkadia-

FFA, toss in Atlantis, Amerika, America, and millions of OTHER

Nations. Ants to Zebra, Wi WILL NOT SUBMIT!!!! Look close at the

CONSTITUTION, written with a Quil, by WHOM??? Who has hands

that small, or can make a Quill, that small??? Hmm?? Do not lie!!!

The Captain of the Guard “Justin”, the husband, “Johnathon”, keep

“thinking” I’m joking. Real Life Stein!!! Dark Founding,

WARHAMMER 40K!!! I’m the RED ONE/OBE!!! Titans are not

“extinct”. LV-426, and I’m not a female, but I was that big ugly

fucking “thing”, had to have a Friend, make me, hmmm, more

appeasing to the eye. Only a REAL FAMILY MEMBER, could do the

right “thing”. I wasn’t always nailed to a cross, for no WELL

EARNED REASON. My Palms, carry the genetic memory of SCARS,

White Scars, the Lines, Orion Lines

i understood half of that.

im not trying to be a grammar police.

but, next time put these in a seperate paragraphs?

otherwise.
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im not freaked out. i understood this. matrix, titans, titan gate, etc.

i opened my door and brain many yrs ago.

the truth is a cold dark world. i don’t the public is ready to see this

yet.

You have to go to school and have an education that you can

understand. Stupid people don’t understand

I personally want to thank the directors for the billions dead from

trumps death jab.

What a great movie.

Your brain is stuck again sir. Your record is skipping. You don’t have

another thought in your brain. Do you.

Do you hang out with Hunter? Your mind is kind of confused. Enjoy

your next booster!

Been anti vax for 25 years.

You have very bad memory

And by your logic bc I’m.anti vax that means I hang out with hunter

Biden?

That’s pretty stupid even for a fake namer

You stupid, it wasn’t Trump’s jab. Did you not get it? Are you so

much in deep stupidity,

So the 60 year q plan to save humanity takes advice on vaccines from

the deep staters themselves?

That’s the story that is being told.

Team q and trump didn’t realize that vaccines were bad and had no

idea who the deep staters were?
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That’s not very believable.

You have to realize, you have to give them enough rope to hang

themselves and they name names. How else do you go down the

rabbit hole. I remember Trump saying innocent people will die

before all this is done and over. In this country you have to let them

commit the crime before you accuse them of the crime. I may be

wrong and I will stand corrected, but the levels of deception run deep

in the political satanic world. The money is too enticing to a lot of

people and they cannot resist being a criminal under the umbrella of

cash up front, behind and in the future. Just lose your soul and it is

yours. What worthless humans they turned out to be.

YOU do NOT have to let them commit GLOBAL MASS GENOCIDE

of HUMANITY and the MASS cloning of every individual that has

taken numerous COIVD – 19 PCR TESTS. AND there is so much

more that did NOT need to happen to awake the MASSES.

CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT A CRIME/S IS MORE THAN ENOUGH

TO PROSECUTE UNDER NUMEROUS CHARGES SUCH AS

TREASON. You are WRONG.

You said “CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT A CRIME/S IS MORE THAN

ENOUGH TO PROSECUTE UNDER NUMEROUS CHARGES SUCH

AS TREASON. You are WRONG.”

 
BUT “CONSPIRACY” would have never been enough to wake people

up to the evil the deep state have committed and would/will/can

commit…YOU would have never known how deep the evil goes…and

it would all have stayed as conspiracy to most of you dumb ass’s or

sheeple…look how many dumb fcks took the jab, even when they

were warned of its danger…its not like I myself didn’t warn people,

but they went ahead and listened to the conspiracy deniers. It was all

a Conspiracy to the sheeple that listen to the talking heads…People

that were scared to die of the flu, walked right into their own death

trap set up by the deep state…and the fcker that is gonna hang on

Monday tricked our President for money…now he also walked into

the death trap set up by the Deep state…they can’t help him now…he
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was just a dumb fck tool. And all for money this dumb fck murdered

many sheeple…now HE can pay for it, and all his millions will go to

the reparation of the country, because it is all getting confiscated.

Zero proof of that.

That said wouldn’t a civil.war have been better than the deep state

murderinga few billion?

The jabs were rolled out in 2021. It’s 2023 now. The military / white

hats / Trump / etc have had plenty of time to say “okay, people: the

jabs are dangerous, a crime has clearly been committed by Fauci etc,

we’ll publicly arrest Fauci etc now.”

Similarly, the elections were stolen in 2020 and 2022. It’s now 2023.

Can we arrest the people who stole the 2020 election already?

I’m beginning to think the white hats don’t have the balls to just

launch the EBS already, or whatever their plan is. Yes I get that

there’s risks in doing that, but letting Biden destroy the country and

letting the jabs kill more and more people surely has risks too.

Well that would have been civil war. The news media is still not in

our control. The normies would not believe it and think the bad

orange man was waging war and taking over the country. I hear what

you’re saying, but the normies would not be behind the military and

Trump if such a thing happened. They wanted their jabs. I even

wanted a vaccine, just to open up the country. I had no idea it would

be so evil and deadly. They were worse than I knew. I have to admit I

didn’t want the vax for myself I wanted it for the normies so they

would let the country open up. I got my quinine as soon as it was

mentioned in the news. and then my ivermectin as soon as it was

mentioned. but I did not realize they were going to kill the normies.

Who would believe such a thing?!
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Correct, if you recall The Neville Family entertaining Bribeden in St.

Croix ( trafficking central and tax evasion central) as a large donor!

Well, Bill Neville was in my wedding many years ago I’m now

embarrassed to say! I always wondered how he made it so well and

so quickly, and now I know! He is cabal! List a friend!

The crime of conspiracy requires two or more people agreeing to

commit a crime.

 
The crime of furtherance of conspiracy requires two or more people

plotting how to commit a crime.

 
In either of the situations above the underlying crime does not need

to have been committed.

They have been murdering humanity for hundreds of not thousands

of years.

Folks like that don’t deserve anything but to be murdered in their

tracks.

Says the fake name cunt.

And yes the deep state has been murdering folks for hundreds of

years.

Thank you. You have a good head on those shoulders. People who

buy this crap about Hahn and Fauci and Collins all Black Sun agents

having “convinced” Trump is nonsense. He knew very well what he

was doing.

PLANS , AGENDAS , EXERCISES, THAT WERE PUBLIC

KNOWLEDGE AND PLANED EVENTS THAT HAD TAKEN PLACE

LONG BEFORE THE PLANDEMIC EVER STARTED, Then there is

DARPA where most all of this started, classified documents and

technologies that government officials had access and were privy to

as well. Then there are the reveals from think tanks, the CFR, the UN

, the WHO , NIH ,CDC, WEF, memos and documents from DAVOS

meetings.Then there are the agendas both in print and on film and
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video , the zionist satanist jews have taken directly from their

CREED that their cult has followed for over 2500 years. There is so

much more Jan , do we really need to mention everything? Oh yes ,

then there is all the information that came foreword from ALL the

WHISTLE-BLOWERS over so many years. The reality is that very

many people exercise COGNITIVE DISSONANCE AND JUST

REFUSE TO ACKNOWLEDGE WHAT IS GOING ON AND

HAPPENING RIGHT BEFORE THEIR FUCKING EYES, until the

heinous realities smack then in the face or land on their very own

door step. HAVE YOU WAKEN UP YET ,Jan ?

Jan is and was awake from a long time ago…and the evil has been

deep, thats why its called DEEP STATE…they had to get the right

people in the right places to overcome the DEEP STATE, but you

have a simple mind, you wouldn’t know about that. Trump was only

in office for four years…and you saw and have heard what they have

done to him…you’re just a simpleton. You think everything is so

simple to accomplish. Remember the Deep State owned everyone

and everything going on…Police,FBI, CIA,DOJ, DHS, FAA, FDA, The

Media, the Banks, IRS, and I go on…smart ass

Jan, either he knew what he was doing, or he didn’t know what he

was doing. Either way just doesn’t look very good, does it?

We knew this from the beginning.Fauci stated plague coming in

2017. The owners of a pharmacy in Canada were ‘Mysteriuosly

Murdered’ in 2018 who made Hydrocloroquine, setting the stage  –

we also knew the hydroxychloroquine was the cure. This is a spy

movie for dummies – People forget the facts from years ago because

they DISTRACT you from whats going on by DIVERTING your

attention elsewhere, and then DIVIDE you amoungst ourselves…

Stay focused!!!

They have to do this step by step. Do you think Deep Staters or weak

people who take bribes wear IDs?
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they all can be identified, are you blind, ignorant or just plain stupid

I think a 60 year military plan to save the planet should have known

who the bad folks were in 2016.

I did.

 
Maybe next time they get more competent persons.

Trump didn’t know who the deep state was berger didn’t know about

clones.

Good. Robin, if I may. My dots connect to show an evolving world-

change in which man the wise must begin to think EXACTLY as you

demonstrate. The world of proof is dead.

They kept the numbers and test results from President Trump so

President Trump was going at it blindly so how is this his President

Trumps fault?

DUE DILIGENCE , DJT is a businessman along with being the US

PRESIDENT, he has massive resources to check and pretty much

verify EVERYTHING. And then there are those that claim DJT is a

MASTER at 5 level chess and a HIGH IQ. NO reason to comport with

your narrative, it makes no sense.

Bc he knew in 2014 that vaccines were deadly.

This isn’t disputable and is public record.

Never forget we are at war, and innocent people do die in war. Just

because you don’t hear the sound of bombs dropping, etc. doesn’t

mean we are not in a battle for this nation. We must pray the good

guys win and the dark side is destroyed.

And that was the deep state…they ran everything…until the good

guys could and can find the guys at the “tippy top” this will never

stop…dumb ass simpleton.
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So the 60 years q plan to save the world couldn’t figure out the top.of

the pyramid?

In 60 years?

That seems pretty incompetent.

I’ve known for 15 years.

Who is we?

If ” we ” are at war and our lives are in grave danger the masses

should have been told that their lives were indeed in danger.

It all comes down to truth and him never telling it.

Yeah, good point.

If the white hats have complete control and total information and

have every little detailed planned out years in advance, then why did

they allow these jab rollouts? It’s quite possible that the jabs will

eventually kill millions.

So either the white hats are happy to have “their guy” Trump push

out something that kills millions of people (in which case, I’m not

sure they deserve the title “white hats”).

Or they’re not nearly as informed and in-control as they pretend they

are (in which case, well ok, but why not just be honest about that —

it’s getting kind of old that every side is gaslighting ordinary

civilians).

The crime is called conspiracy. When two or more people AGREE to

take a criminal action.

 
Another crime is called furtherance of conspiracy when two or more

people plot how to take criminal action(s).

 
The underlying crime doesn’t have to be committed even though

when the crime is committed, that makes for more charge.
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Almost like we have to convince OURSELVES of all this. Why does

the CI Aids still control the media globally basically after all this

time? Insane.

Where do these people come from? What were their parents doing

when they should have been teaching them about right and wrong?

Those who hate wisdom…. love death. (not my words) It’s all

described in the Bible, at least I you read it on your own asking Yah

for guidance to the real meat and potatoes of knowledge it has to

release the understanding the two together can bring you. The greed

that allowed people like Hahn to take the actions they did is just a

scratch on the surface, one of many symptoms, that allow them to so

easily become accessories to Murder. But just like it is for us all,

they’re the ones that choose to make such piss poor decisions; which

in the end can have much more permanent consequences.

Power, money, and greed are huge factors at play in these high

positions. It takes strong character and morality to turn down easy

money, unfortunately, many people don’t have those qualities

anymore.

The deepstate gathers dirt on every single one. They set them up. In

order to get what they want they have to do something real bad. Real

bad. This is documented and the deed is cemented. After that

moment that person belongs to the deepstate. And only the

deepstate. Big money comes after more loyalty demonstrating deeds

are done. Horrific deeds. All hope for that person is lost. The

deepstate blackmails, holds information, and literally BUYS all of

their people. Some don’t even have souls, etc. etc. etc.

Blind following the blind. It amazes me how our government is based

on taking orders from the smarter guy with more knowledge. To the

point of self destruction.
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From early childhood on, we are taught to respect authority and

obey. It’s natural for us to fall into the traps of bad people who use

that training against us.

Some parents are not like you. They lie, betray and hurt their kids.

Thanks for being a righteous parent.

I kept a sign in my high school and college classrooms that said,

 
“Question everything, especially authority.”

And now we can never again obey any authority because all authority

has betrayed us. Parental, religious, governmental, judicial, military

and legislative authority have betrayed us. No more.

 
Jesus is Saviour but Trum is President.

 
Only the White Hats and President Trump show any morality at all.

They exercise their authority righteously. No one else does.

From early childhood I was taught to ask questions , think , think

again and when in doubt challenge perceived authority.

As the Bible says in I Timothy 6:10:

“For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some

coveted after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves

through with many sorrows.” KJV

A lesson learned too late by very many people in GITMO.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Andi Kay

“Vice Adm. Crandall placed on the table graphic pictures of Doctors

Fauci and Collins swinging from a rope.

Hahn’s chest deflated, and his face went pale. What bravado he had

mustered fled his now trembling body like steam from an uncapped

pot of boiling water.”

Best thing I have read today.

 
The description is so well written.
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Scare me with those words toooooo! We can’t imaging what is going

on, because we are law abiding, tax paying family loving people. It is

not in our vocabulary to do criminal things.

YES , so why are the White Hats and JAG not revealing this

information to the PUBLIC, at least by this stage of events.

Hmm, and people hated me for refusing to were a mask, which is my

constitutional right to do so. And they pushed me to get the clot shot

when I clearly proved to them by the science it was to kill and not

heal. Wish I could see those two scum bags swinging from a rope.

Thx Michael.

I don’t need to see anyone swinging from a rope or lying dead. I also

refused to wear a mask and get the clot shot. I was ostracized by

family, neighbors, friends, and so on. I stood my ground and now I’m

so relieved that I did.

You are not alone, Sharon…I, too, was ostracized as well as my two

children. My mother ended up in the hospital on December 30th for

a week and my daughter and I went to visit her. This was the first

time in over 2 years we had seen her up close. She was so worried

that we would give her covid because we didn’t take the bioweapon.

There was a covid patient on the floor and my mother got covid and

then my daughter and I came down with it too. So she was the one

who gave it to us. Weird how things work out.

COVID patients shed the cells. I read a report from a septic tank guy

who empties them for a profession. They now wear full hazmat suits

as protection because the cells are in the septic tank and fly through

the air when they open the tank to siphon it out.

Michael Baxter, post your receiving address from your self custodial

wallet ( DECENTRALIZED & UNTOUCHABLE FROM IRS ) on your

site and I will gladly donate to you.
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Many Jesus following right minded people wear the masks and have

been JABBED and BOOSTED and comport with all the mandates,

this is unfortunate but a reality just the same.

I don’t think they were following Jesus; I think they were following

someone else:

 
“I am the good shepherd: the good shepherd gives his life for the

sheep. But he that is an hireling, and not the shepherd, whose own

the sheep are not, sees the wolf coming, and leaves the sheep, and

flees: and the wolf catches them, and scatters the sheep. The hireling

flees, because he is an hireling, and cares not for the sheep.”

I guess it beats being a left brained idiot now doesn’t it. Its also best

to stay on the right side of things than the wrong side. This is why

you’re stupid.

Military tribunals and punishment are videotaped analog. They will

release them when they are ready

That’s readily apparent.

Never mind that every day they delay more folks die from the jab.

I guess people dying isn’t all that important

I commend your courage to stick up for yourself. I did the same and

my family tried everything to get me to take the shot… Now they are

all sick and they have little to say… The entire system is collapsing

because people don’t think critically and then get mad at the ones

who do think and question what is going on.

The execution date was set for “Monday, April 16th”, but that date is

a Sunday; however, January 16th is a Monday, and I suspect that is

the correct date.

As I was reading this I felt incredibly sick. There are so many evil

monsters who are willing to murder others for the almighty dollar.

He was worried about his Civil rights but what about the rights of
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everyone around the world who took the deadly bioweapon? Why do

we have to wait for him to be hanged in April…why not now. I say get

rid of this cancer now.

Why April 16th for Hahn’s hanging? That’s too far off & makes no

sense – get it done & out of the way now to make room for the other

evil ones to come! Too slow with all this~

He must have meant Jan 16th because April 16th is on a Sunday.

They never wait 3 months!!!

Maybe they hope to get additional information from this guy. Time is

a useful tool.

I’m looking forward to learning about General Berger. I pray that it is

positive.

 
You know I just don’t understand people who faithfully read articles

every day and then write comments daily to insult the author. Most

sane people would simply not read it anymore.

 
So this jerk is responsible for trying to make President Trump look

like a foolish ass for sticking by Operation Warp Speed. Hang him up

to dry. I have another idea. Make him undo all of the damage he has

done.

My fellow Texan from the South East. I highly recommend reading

the article by Badlands Media tilted;” Why Q+ Pushed the Vax.” Very

informative to say the least. Was posted on 12/29/22. Share your

thoughts if you would. Blessings,

 

If you need an article justifying why he had to, you don’t see a

problem with that? Ridiculous to think “he didn’t know” what?

Lmao.

Well my Dad’s friend died of a stroke within a week of his J and J

“vaccine”.

 
I can understand Trump going along with it to avoid lockdowns, but I
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don’t support him still bragging about it. He needs to put a sock in it

already! He’s way overdue.

Come on, even if we were to believe this story to be true which we

doubt because there no photographic evidence of this criminal (and

he is) being tried why his execution set for three months from now?

Once the conviction is set down immediately take him out and face

execution on the spot. A three month wait is a joke if this is ever

possible to be true.

Maybe they plan to get additional information from this guy. Time is

a useful tool. Hope works against all criminals.

From liar to truth-teller. People died. The rope is what he deserves

for the several million he received.

He could have saved himself right off the start in exposing Fauci and

Collins. Now he wants to live because somebody else paid him to lie.

Tell your story to all the families who lost a loved one because of a

“LIE” !!!

Wait let see if I understand this.

He should die bc he didn’t expose fauci and collins?

Hmm..I wonder who else didn’t expose fauci and collins

Thank you Michael. Just because our arms are twisted behind our

back doesn’t give us the freedom to tell a lie that will kill people. He

lied to the President of the USA and it got thousands murdered.

Blood is on his hands, whether he narc’d on Fauci & Collins or not.

He knew before he talked to Trump. He knew because he had seen

the research. There’s no excuse for treason. NONE. Good riddance.

Now we know why President Trump was pushing the vaccine & Warp

Speed. Treason.
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Omarosa said the same thing! ” if I lose my walk in privileges there

will be hell to pay”. Was it Flynn who said, ” ok let’s start paying hell

then”. And kicked her out. So they all pretty much say the same

things

They approached him in April 2020 with a proposition: help

convince Trump to expedite the delivery of vaccines into the arms of

every breathing American citizen as quickly as possible to combat an

evolving virus that threatened to eradicate humanity.

 
= = =

 
This ruins Trump’s innocence.

Supposedly, Trump kicked off Warp Speed to shortcut research that

would have made the Corona virus more deadly.

That’s not true: Trump was approached in April 2020 about the

injections, not to shortcut the gain of function development of the

virus.

Trump did not save lives by using Warp Speed (speed of science) to

intercept bioweapon development.

banned dot video

video: Dr. Ben Marble Warns Of Vaccine Shedding But Reveals The

Way To Protect Yourself If You’ve Been Vaccinated Or Not

The doctor says in this video, Trump did not warp speed the saving

of lives, Trump gave the world warp speed to serious injection

injuries.

Just re-read the article. Trump believed he was doing the right thing

based on what this asshole was telling him. Trump’s innocence is

based on the fact that he was receiving bullshit medical advice. Who

here has not done that???? Trump is innocent because there was no

INTENT to harm. Without INTENT he is innocent. His only crime
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was listening to medical assholes. You can bet that he, and all of us as

well, will not listen medical miscreants of this caliber again. He set

Trump up.

Whatever may be said (most of which is equivalent to bovine

excerment) President Trump to no bribe (money political favors etc.

all) for perpetrating covid-19 vaccine attack on the people. Anyone

saying he did must prove it or be quite.

 
We are now learning that upper echelon in the Pentagon was

complicit in the covid attack on the people.

Last edited 12 hours ago by addelder

Hope all this true. The people deserve to know the truth in public.

We are waiting the truth come out in public.

Wow…poor President Trump was surrounded by money grubbing

demons. They have no remorse as they line their filthy pockets with

millions of dollars. They watched people die or become permanently

ill and they laughed. Lord knows what they have done. This monster

still has time to make things right with God and I hope he takes this

opportunity. Thank you DJT and the White Hats for the work you are

doing!!

this si why you religious fools allow murders to escape too much.

your soft on criminals. no wodner gods abandoned you.

you christians are being mislead by wef, lol.

Wow that was quite a rant from someone who doesn’t understand

Christianity. Even you can accept Jesus as your Savior if you want to.

God has not abandoned me….he is always with us. I am not soft on

criminals and they should and will pay for their crimes. Maybe you

should read the crap you write and learn to spell too. Perhaps you

should ask someone who will talk to you about being saved.

oh im so scared, whatever shall i do? turn me in to the deepstate? lol.
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ok mr. grammar nazi.

saved? imagine trying to save the joker, lol.

these murders don’t need saving. there dead anyway.

It’s the lukewarm Laodicaeans God has no use for, He may be

viewing them as miscreants. If God ever says of someone “that

person is not Mine” despite their accepting Christ, repenting of sin

and getting water-baptized and following the Word, that’s a scary red

flag IMV.

imagine deciding someone elses fate when a god doesn’t allow you to

do that.

this is why im not a christian. christians think they know everything

when its only a book.

“poor President Trump”, the 5D chess genius, was duped, even

though most of us were wise enough to see the scam. And we should

trust this “genius”?

Correct. Sorry about that. I’ve fixed it in the text but it will take a

while to propogate.

Trump is and was a Black Sun agent. This article is trying to convince

you he didn’t know exactly what he was doing with this plademic and

event 301 years prior with Gates and all the rest. Come on now. Real

white hats got duped! He wasn’t one. Doesn’t mean Smith and

Berger aren’t… who knows but 100 pct DJT knew what plandemic

was. Coincidentally my gang stalking began in April 2020, the in

your face portion, anyone else?

Trump has repented from his sins and is now born-again. He doesn’t

have to be perfect to be saved, otherwise he would not need

salvation. God forgave his sins as He forgivers our sins. He is allowed

to change even if you think he should not be allowed to change

because you think evil people should stay evil and not change from
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bad to good. We all can change. It’s the lukewarm Laodicaeans God

has no use for, and that may be yourself. So keep pointing the finger

at Trump and see if the other three fingers are not pointing right

back at you.

Of course this ties everything in… We knew this from the

beginning…  The WORLD was the target AFTER the USA went

down… The USA is the largest free people and the largest standing

army in the world – you must take out sparta to control the world!

so nazis, chinese and russians should also be rulers of the world

cause there the largest?

why should the world be like americans who are to quick to force

people into american and Christiaan world.

No wonder America is now a joke. The country I love with all my

heart has gone to shit.

 
I say the Pledge of Allegiance. I sing the Star Spangled Banner. I

serve jury duty, I pay my taxes, I thank the vets, I respect the police, I

vote in every election, I help keep the perps off the streets. Many of

you have done so much more, especially with family members and

friends defending our country militarily.

 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE.

 
But now, all over the world, more and more countries are either

ENTIRELY ABOLISHING or lowering the covid entry/egress

restrictions on international flights, but to for anybody TO COME TO

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EVEN FOR AMERICAN

CITIZENS, LEGAL RESIDENTS OR LEGAL IMMIGRANTS, THEY

MUST BE FULLY VACCINATED BEFORE THEY EVEN SET FOOT

ON AMERICAN SOIL, THE PROMISED LAND FOR SO MANY

TRAVELLERS AND REFUGEES AND NEW CITIZENS.

 
According to Traitor Joe, EVERY TRAVELLER MUST SUBMIT TO

ILLEGAL FORCED VACCINATION MANDATES WHEN

TRAVELLING INTERNATIONALLY, REGARDLESS OF

RELIGIOUS EXEMPTIONS OR WAIVERS, KNOWING FULLY
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THAT THESE VACCINES MAIM OR KILL. AND EVEN IF THE

REPORTS SAY THAT BIDEN AND AUSTIN HAVE ROLLED BACK

THE VACCINE MANDATES, PEOPLE STILL CANNOT TRAVEL

BACK AND FORTH IN AND OUT OF THIS COUNTRY LIKE THEY

USED TO UNLESS THEY GET THE BIOWEAPON ABOVE ALL

ELSE, EVEN AFTER 60 DAY UPON ARRIVAL BACK IN AMERICA.

THAT’S WHAT THE STATE DEPARTMENT AND THE AIRLINES

ALL STILL SAY, IF YOU LOOK ON THEIR WEBSITES.

 
THAT TO ME IS A BLOODY SHAME.

 
And the shame is that the CDC waiver forms online does not give a

way out for people with chronic or permanent illnesses, allergic

conditions or allergies, or even religious exemptions that prohibit

their taking the shot. Even with these health or religious exemptions,

the box that says (paraphrasing) “I agree to take the shot within 60

days of my arrival in the United States” MUST BE CHECKED OF

AND ADHERED TO, or people don’t travel. No exemptions.

 
Even kids under 17 that are exempted from the shot while travelling

are forced to get the shot, either inside the US or outside the US. No

country exempts people from taking the shot because even for people

with health problems they are still pushed to take the shot even when

they refuse it for life and health reasons, religious and health waivers

be damned. Not just in this country, but in other countries, too.

 
There are no exemptions even for pregnant women or post-natal

mothers. Their babies die and the mothers die because of these shots.

MANDATES ARE NOT LAW AND THEREFORE CANNOT BE

ENFORCED.

 
I had a friend who got a religious exemption for her job, and her

employers forced her to take the shot or get fired. So she took that

shot. Now she is living on borrowed time.

 
THIS IS NOT NAZI GERMANY. Even newborn babies were killed by

corrupt nurses for ethnic cleansing purposes during WW2.

 
These deep state traitors promising huge cash payouts or

blackmailing the doctors and nurses to even push the shot on people

during surgery or childbirth or on newborns, despite the patients
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refusing and the written demands get ignored anyway because of a

paycheck, all need to be hanged because of the fact that they

deliberately and with malice aforethought committed and aided and

abetted and conspired to cover up the massive crime of global

genocide, all to please their god Lucifer, aka Satan. They

intentionally were lying to people,, including President Trump, they

were knowingly denying people’s freedom of choice, all because they

were just following orders, and they followed those orders to put food

on the table and pay bills, and they needed their jobs. They agreed to

lie and kill for money. THEY HAVE BLOOD ON THEIR HANDS.

HUMAN BEINGS ARE FREE, EVEN GOD DECLARED US TO BE

FREE.

I checked the international websites regarding the shot and it’s no

different; the kids from 6 months and up MUST be vaccinated or

they cannot go to school.

 
The travel waiver regarding the agreement to get vaccinated within

60 days be checked off and adhered to, regardless if you die from the

shot. The CDC waiver says within 60 days upon entry onto American

soil they MUST take the shot or get a knock on the door to go to the

clinic and die.

 
I did not vote for the paedophilic, incest-offending, child

pornography-consuming, child sex-trafficking, bribe-taking, family

destroying, homosexualizing, transsexualizing, marriage-destroying,

LGBTQ-supporting, child sex change surgery-supporting, racist,

lying, cheating, stealing, Chinese-fellating, Ukrainian-blackmailing,

Taliban-copulating traitor to stop free people from travelling freely in

and out of the United States, provided they are law-abiding citizens

and have committed no crime.

 
Joe Biden is not my president.

 
I voted for Donald John Trump in 2016, 2020 and will again in 2024.

He is my President. I want America to be great again and keep

herself great.

 
But we all have to work hard to clean up this Deep State and New
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World Order mess, and lock up all the bad guys, and hang the

traitors who commit these vicious crimes against humanity; and

along with child-sex

trafficking/pornography/incest/paedophilia/satanic ritual

abuse/cannibalism/adrenochrome harvesting of children, forced

genocide with an injectable bioweapon is also a crime against

humanity.

 
These forced genocidal injections violate the Declaration of Geneva

of 2017, the Nuremberg Code of 1947, the UDHR of 1948, Article 6 of

the UNESCO Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights of 2005,

the Syracuse Protocols, according to teh warnings of Robert F.

Kennedy Jnr., Drs. Stella Immanuel, Carrie Madej, Ruby, Zelenko,

lawyer Reiner Fullmich, Dr. Wodarg from Austria and many other

doctors warning against this DNA/destroying bioweapon.

 
People travelling from the USA cannot see their families and friends

abroad without the shot, they cannot get married abroad without the

shot, they cannot vacation abroad without the shot, they cannot

study abroad without the shot, they cannot entertain abroad without

the shot, they cannot serve in ministry abroad — again with the

humanitarian or emergency exemption on the CDC waiver, they still

have to get the vaccine in 60 days even if their health or faith

convictions do not allow it — they cannot work abroad without the

shot, they cannot attend sports event like Qatar World Cup 2023

without the shot, they cannot do anything they want to do abroad

without the shot, and they cannot return to the united states, US

citizen or not, without the shot, because of Biden and the CCP and

the New World order he is sixty-ninning controlling us and the

world.

 
WE HAVE TO TAKE THIS COUNTRY BACK BECAUSE IT IS

INTOLERABLE THAT THIS NO JAB-NO TRAVEL FARCE IS

CONTINUING. WE ARE A JOKE IN THE EYES OF THE WORLD

AND IT NEEDS TO STOP.

 
Hurry back, Trump!!

Last edited 12 hours ago by Xena
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You don’t lie down when you are telling truth to people. This is one of

the only places you can find truth. You don’t like it? Tough. Don’t you

denigrate people expressing their own truth.

Well said. This is why the med beds will be gifted to us and we will be

free from medical tyranny forever.

I’m hoping at some point there be major military intervention as to

round up those pushing the jab, but that probably never happen.

Now I’m hearing there may be some kind of conspiracy involving

purple street lights that started popping up in local towns. The media

saying they are defective LEDs. Defective my ass these black light I

have heard maybe active something in the vaxx. But who knows what

these FKers up to.

 
These are scary times we living. I grew up in the cold war era with

threat of nuclear war. But at least you new who the enemy was. Now

they’re everywhere..

I heard from online clips the streetlights are ‘jab detectors’ due to the

lucifrase(sp?) in them which glows under proper lighting where the

natural version from certain sea life glows in the dark.

In short, the new LED streetlights allow the authorities to detect the

jabbed and unjabbed simply by seeing if their veins (and arteries?)

glow in the dark (or under the LED/UV lights which I’ve seen in

other clips online).

I still say that this onesey twosey approach of taking and trying one

or two people at a long time is not what will win this war. The

bioweapon that was forced on America is still killing thousands. The

illegal aliens are exempt. The people pushing the bioweapon and the

Deep State are all exempt. If the vaccine had been proven to be a

great weapon against COVID, all the elites would have pushed

themselves to the front of the line to get it. Today we need mass

arrests of the Deep State and all their operatives. We need to slam

our southern border shut and start mass arresting illegal aliens. We
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need pictures and names of the members of the Deep State. Also,

give us their home addresses and let the people do what our military

seems unable to do. Since our government and our military move at a

snail’s pace, let the people have the information about the Deep

State, who they are, and where they are. We, the People, will take our

country back.

That’s what should happen

What will happen.

More trust the plan nonsense while millions did

Thanks Michael for this article. So, I speculate Hahn’s April hanging

is due to the “hundreds of thousands” being executed ahead of Hahn.

We are hopeful General Berger has not sold out Americans as the

following have done to us.

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Stephen Hahn (hanging

scheduled on April 16). 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022: Alec Baldwin (hanged),

Stéphane Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney

(hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged),

Jennifer Brigid O’Malley Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon

(hanged), Anita Dunn (hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril

Haines (two head-shots), Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch

(hanged), Denis McDonough (two head-shots), Gavin Newsom

(hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian

Stelter (hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack

(hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021: Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill

Barr (hanged), Joe Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush

Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),
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Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey

(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom

Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (two head-shots), Mark

Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023: Jerome Adams

(detained), Bill Ayers (life imprisonment at GITMO), David Axelrod

(detained), James Baker (detained), Miguel Cardona (20 years

imprisonment at GITMO), “cloning scientist” (detained), Amy Coney

Barrett (detained), Maria Barret (detained), Patricia Conrad

(detained), Brian Deese (detained), Melinda Gates (detained),

Michael Malanoski (detained), Paul Pelosi (life imprisonment at

GITMO), Eli Roth (detained), George Soros (detained), Elijah Wood

(detained), Jeff Zients (autopsy underway). Real Raw News 

 
 

Cool list, I’d love to see any proof bc Tom Hanks needs death asap

and many more… sigh…

Lmao.. You tricked me.. Please I can’t go out like that. I hope you

enjoyed the money during your (temporary freedom). The party is

over, tell a friend.. NEXT UP. Keep it going W.H.

The Stephen Hahn latex mask will be an easier latex mask to sculpt

than usual because there is no complicating hairline. Although, as

Jaco has told us, the cabal has developed a technique to use CGI on

live broadcasts. This will take the load off the latex mask artisans.

After restoration of the republic the world of proof will remain dead.

The news will remain dead. Man the Wise must then configure new

tools of the mind on which his decisions will rest. wwg1wga

Next to the medical profession, the lying mainstream media talking

heads will have to be the very next to go. Truth = right actions, right

decisions…..
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Thanks Michael for this article. So, I speculate Hahn’s April hanging

is due to the “hundreds of thousands” being executed ahead of Hahn.

We are hopeful General Berger has not sold out Americans as the

following have done to us.

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Stephen Hahn (hanging

scheduled on April 16). 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022: Alec Baldwin (hanged),

Stéphane Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney

(hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged),

Jennifer Brigid O’Malley Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon

(hanged), Anita Dunn (hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril

Haines (two head-shots), Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch

(hanged), Denis McDonough (two head-shots), Gavin Newsom

(hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian

Stelter (hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack

(hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021: Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill

Barr (hanged), Joe Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush

Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),

Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey

(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom

Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (two head-shots), Mark

Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023: Jerome Adams

(detained), Bill Ayers (life imprisonment at GITMO), David Axelrod

(detained), James Baker (detained), Miguel Cardona (20 years

imprisonment at GITMO), “cloning scientist” (detained), Amy Coney

Barrett (detained), Maria Barret (detained), Patricia Conrad
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(detained), Brian Deese (detained), Melinda Gates (detained),

Michael Malanoski (detained), Paul Pelosi (life imprisonment at

GITMO), Eli Roth (detained), George Soros (detained), Elijah Wood

(detained), Jeff Zients (autopsy underway). Real Raw News

“I may be crazy, but it keeps me from going insane.”

RIP Mr. Waylon Jennings.

so quick to say these words. forgetting these marines are still human.

you can’t just go rambo mode.

Feb 18th 3049 is when I have read that the white hats will.speak.9/11

and vaccine truth

He tricked everyone on earth into suicide and murder. So ironic. I

wonder why his execution was delayed until April.

evidence of harmful vaccines is obvious BUT until its announced

publicly to stop injecting them —nobody will believe and doctors will

keep pushing these experiments

Nothing is ever mentioned about you might call it a back story, but

what are the families of these people doing while these bloaks are

sent to Gitmo? do they get them back for a funeral? Do they even

know what is going on with their family member? Just curious.

To jsou důležité otázky Candace. Pokud někdo z něčí rodiny zmizel

bez jeho vědomí nebo pokud byla tato osoba zatčena příslušníky

armády, nemělo by to mít za následek upozornění na místní policii,

místní zpravodaje atd. Jak by to mohlo být drženo pod pokličkou?

tyto případy? Nějaké komentáře? Pokračujte ve skvělém

zpravodajství MB!

Mimo předmět, ale jsou nějaké informace o Huma Abedin? Četl

jsem, kde byla zajata asi před rokem, ale žádné další informace

nebyly uvedeny.
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